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A TRANSFER THEOREM OF THE CONTINUOUS TRACE 
AND TYPE I CROSSED PRODUCT OF A GROUPOID BY A 

BUNDLE OF C*-ALGEBRAS  

Daniel TUDOR1 

The purpose of this paper is to give equivalence conditions of  the groupoid  dynamical 
systems (A ),, αG and ( A ),, ΓΓ α where G is a topological, locally compact, second countable 

groupoid with a Haar measures  system, A is a bundle of  C*-algebras indexed by the unit space of 
G, α is a continuous homomorphism from G to Iso( A),  Γ   is  the subgrupoid of stabilizers of G, 
and Γ

α  is the restriction of α to Γ . This equivalence is then used to transfer the property of 

being continuous trace or type I C*-algebra between ,(GC∗ A )  and ,(Γ∗C A ) . 
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1. Introduction 

Known for their frequent use in quantum mechanics, C*-algebras are an 
important tool in describing physical systems and the possible states of these 
systems. Special cases of C*-algebras are type I C*-algebra and continuous trace 
C*-algebra. Part of this large research domain of C*-algebras is the study of 
different kind of crossed products associated to a group, group transformation or 
groupoid and the study of the conditions under which these crossed products are 
type I or continuous trace C*-algebra. Since Morita equivalence preserves the 
property of being type I or continuous trace C*-algebra a tool in establishing such 
conditions as mentioned above is to transfer the property of being type I or 
continuous trace C*-algebra between a smaller crossed product or group 
(groupoid) algebra and the entire crossed product or group (groupoid) algebra. For 
example, in [1, Proposition 7.29] D.Williams shows that in the hypothesis of 
regularity of the dynamical system ),),(( 0 ltGXC , where ))((: 0 XCAutGlt →  is 

)()( 1xgfxfltg
−= , the crossed product GXC lt×)(0  is a type I C*-algebra if 

and only if the group algebra associated to every stability group xG  is a type I 
C*-algebra. Also, in [2, Theorem 2.7] it is shown that, if the stability groups vary 
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continuously, every compact set of base space X is G-wandering and the C*-
algebra associated to all stability groups is a continuous trace C*-algebra, then the 
C*-algebra associated to a group transformation, ),( XG , is a continuous trace 
C*-algebra. 

In this context, the author of this paper showed in [3, Theorem 4] that in 
the hypothesis that the stability groups vary continuously, and that if 1g  and 1

2
−g  

are composable then 1
21
−gg  is an element of the subgroupoid of stability groups 

and the grupoid algebra associated to the subgroupoid of stability groups is a 
continuous trace C*-algebra, it follows that the entire groupoid algebra is a 
continuous C*-algebra. The main purpose of this paper is to extend this result to 
the case of the crossed product of a locally compact groupoid by a bundle of C*-
algebras. The construction of this crossed product is described by Renault in [4]. 
For this purpose, we will use the notion of equivalent groupoid dynamical 
systems, notion described in [4, Definition 5.3] and the fact that the equivalent 
groupoid dynamical systems determine Morita equivalent crossed products, [4, 
Corollaire 5.4]. We will show in Theorem 3.1.1 that in the first and second 
hypothesis described in [3, Theorem 4] the groupoid dynamical systems 
( A ),, αG  and ( A ),, ΓΓ α , where G is a topological, locally compact, second 

countable groupoid with Haar measure system )0(}{ Gu
u

∈λ , Γ  is the subgroupoid 
of stability groups, A is a bundle of separable C*-algebras indexed by unit space 

)0(G , (: IsoG →α A )  is a continuous homomorphism and Γ
α  is the restriction 

of α  on Γ , are equivalent. Moreover, in Corollary 3.1.2, we show that the 
crossed products ,(GC∗ A )  and ,(Γ∗C A )  are Morita equivalent, and the 
properties of being type I or continuous trace C*-algebra can be transfered from 

,(Γ∗C A )  to ,(GC∗ A ) . 

 2. Preliminaries 

In this paper, we used the general notions concerning groupoids and 
groupoid dynamical systems as given in [4], [5] and [6]. We also assume that all 
groupoids have a Haar measures system. The important notion of equivalence of 
groupoid dynamical systems is used as in [4, Definition 5.3] and the Morita 
equivalence of the crossed products obtained from two equivalent groupoid 
dynamical systems is given by Renault’s Equivalence Theorem [4, Corrolary 5.4]. 
Moreover, we used as in [3, Theorem 4] the topologically equivalence of a 
groupoid G and the subgroupoid of stability groups Γ . 
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3. The main results 

THEOREM 3.1.1   Let ( A ),, αG  be a groupoid dynamical system. If the 
following conditions hold: 

a) the stability groups vary continously; 
b) for every pair GGgg ×∈),( 21 such that )2(1

21 ),( Ggg ∈−  it follows 

that Γ∈−1
21gg ,  

then we can form the groupoid dynamical system ( A ),, ΓΓ α  where Γ  is the 

subgroupoid of stability groups and Γ
α  the restriction of α  to Γ . Moreover, 

( A ),, αG  and ( A ),, ΓΓ α  are equivalent as groupoid dynamical systems. 

 
Proof    The condition that the stability groups vary continously insures 

that Γ  has its own Haar measures system )0(}{ Γ∈u
uν ( in fact for every )0(Γ∈u , 

uν  is the Haar measure of the stability group }/{uG ) and, because the unit space 

of Γ  coincides with the unit space of )0(G , it makes sense to form the groupoid 
dynamical system ( A ),, ΓΓ α . In the following sentences, for brevity, Γ

α  will 

be simply denoted by α , and the elements from Γ  by γ , hence Γ
α ( )γ  will be 

)(γα . Let us recall here that in [3, Theorem 4], the second condition from this 
Theorem was used to obtain a topologically equivalence between Γ  and G, via 
the space G. This equivalence has been obtained with respect to the following left 
action of Γ  and right action of G on G. We have considered the surjections 

)0()0(: GGp =Γ→ , )(:)( grgp = (r the range map of G), ,: )0(GG →σ  
)(:)( gsg =σ (s the source map of G), and the actions Ggg ∈=⋅ γγ , 
,, Gg∈Γ∈γ )()( gps =γ  and 2121 gggg =⋅  for )()(,, 2121 grgGgg =∈ σ . 

 Since the conditions from the hypothesis of the theorem insure there exists 
a topologically equivalence between groupoids G and Γ  via G, we will obtain the 
equivalence from [4, Definition 5.3] of groupoid dynamical systems ( A ),, αG  

and ( A ),, ΓΓ α  in the following way:  

 We consider that the Banach bundle V  indexed by G will be the bundle 
∗r (A) ))}((/),{( grAaag ∈=  with the canonical surjection  ∗rt : (A) ,G→  

.),( gagt =  A fibre of  ∗r (A) has the form ))((,( grAg  and a structure of 
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))(())(( gAgpA σ− -imprimitivity bimodule, or taking into account above 
considerations ))(())(( gsAgrA − -imprimitivity bimodule, will be defined as 
follows: 

- the left action of ))(( grA on ))((,( grAg  will be ),(:),( bagagb =⋅ . 
Since b and a are in the fiber ))(( grA , this action is corectly defined. 

- the right action of ))(( gsA on ))((,( grAg  will be  
))(,(:),( cagcag gα=⋅ . Since ))(())((: grAgsAg →α is an isomorphism of C*-

algebras, )(cgα  denotes the image of c in ))(( grA  and this action is corectly 
defined. 
 - the inner product ∗= abbgaggrA :),(;),())(( . Since ))((, grAba ∈  

implies ))((* grAab ∈ , this inner product is corectly defined as an element of 
))(( grA . 

 - the inner product )(:),(;),( 1
))(( babgag ggsA

∗−= α . Since )(1 bag
∗−α  is 

the image in ))(( gsA  of the element ba∗  from ))(( grA , this inner product is 
corectly defined as an element of ))(( grA . 
 Let us check now that ))((,( grAg  is a left ))(( grA -Hilbert module, and a 
right ))(( gsA -Hilbert module respectively, with respect to the vector space 
structure induced by ))(( grA :  

),,(),(),,(),(),( agagbagbgag λλ =+=+ for every λ)),((,, grAbaGg ∈∈  
scalar. 

For ))(( grAc∈ we have to show that: 
),(;),(),(;),( ))(())(( bgagcbgagc grAgrA ⋅= , GggrAba ∈∈∀ )),((, . 

Indeed, ∗= cabbgagc grA ),(;),())((  and =⋅ ),(;),())(( bgagcgrA  
∗== cabbgcaggrA ),(;),())(( . 

 We show now that ∗= ),(;),(),(;),( ))(())(( agbgbgag grAgrA . 

Indeed ∗= abbgaggrA ),(;),())((  and =∗),(;),())(( agbggrA
∗∗)(ba = 

∗∗∗∗ == abba )( . 

Moreover ∗= aaagaggrA ),(;),())((  is a positive element of ))(( grA , and 

0=∗aa  implies 0//////// 2 ==∗ aaa , hence 0=a .The liniarity in the first 
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argument of inner product follows from the properties of addition and scalar 
multiplication of the elements of the C*-algebra ))(( grA . Indeed: 

=+=+=+ ∗cbacgbagcgbgag grAgrA )(),(;),(),(;),(),( ))(())(( μλμλμλ  

 ),(;),(),(;),( ))(())(( cgbgcgagbcac grAgrA μλμλ +=+= ∗∗ . 
Let us check that ))((,( grAg  is a right ))(( gsA -Hilbert module. 
We have to show that ,),(;),(),(;),( ))(())(( gsAgsA cbgagcbgag ⋅= for every 

))(()),((,, gsAcgrAbaGg ∈∈∈  . 
Indeed cbacbgag ggsA )(),(;),( 1

))((
∗−= α and 

 ===⋅ ∗− ))(()(,(;),(),(;),( 1
))(())(( cbacbgagcbgag gggsAggsA ααα  

   cbacba gggg )()()( 111 ∗−−∗− == αααα . 

Then ∗= ))(())(( ),(;),(),(;),( gsAgsA agbgbgag . 

))((),(;),( gsAbgag = )(1 bag
∗−α ; 

 

)())(())(())((),(;),( 1111
))(( babaababagbg gggggsA

∗−∗∗∗−∗∗−∗∗−∗ ==== αααα . 

)()()(),(;),( 111
))(( aaaaagag ggggsA

−∗−∗− == ααα  and )()( 11 aa gg
−∗− αα  is a 

positive element of ))(( gsA . Moreover, since gα  is an isomorphism of C*-
algebras, we deduce in a similar way as in the case of the left module that 

0)(1 =∗− aagα  implies 0=a . The liniarity the second argument of this inner 
product can be proved in similar way as in the case of the left module. 
 We show now that ))((,( grAg  is a ))(( grA - ))(( gsA -imprimitivity 
bimodule. 
We have: 

)())((),(;),(),(;),( 11
))(())(( cabcabcgabgcgbga gggsAgsA

∗∗−∗− ===⋅ αα and 

)(),();,(),(;),( 1
))(())((

cabcagbgcgabg ggsAgsA
∗∗−∗∗ ==⋅ α . 

Hence 
))(())(( ),(;),(),(;),(

gsAgsA cgabgcgbga ⋅=⋅ ∗ for 

every ))((,, grAcba ∈ , .Gg ∈      )1(  

We have ∗==⋅ cabcgabgcgabg gggrAgrA )(),(;))(,(),(;),( ))(())(( αα  and 
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.)())(())(,(;),(),(;),( ))(())((
∗∗∗∗∗ ===⋅ cabacbacgbgacgbg ggggrAgrA ααα  

Hence ∗⋅=⋅ acgbgcgabg grAgrA ),(;),(),(;),( ))(())(( , for every ))(( gsAa∈ , 

,Gg∈ )).((, grAcb ∈               (2) 

We have ),(),()(),(),(;),())(( cabgcgabcgbgaggrA
∗∗ =⋅=⋅  and 

),()))((,()(),(),(;),(),( 11
))(( cabgcbagcbagcgbgag ggggsA

∗∗−∗− ==⋅=⋅ ααα . 

Hence ))(())(( ),(;),(),(),(),(;),( gsAgrA cgbgagcgbgag ⋅=⋅  , for every 

,Gg∈ ,,ba )).(( grAc∈       )3(  
From (1), (2) and (3) we conclude that ))((,( grAg  is a ))(( grA - ))(( gsA -
imprimitivity bimodule. 

In the following sentences, we define a left action of Γ  and a right action 
of G on ∗r (A) and we show that these actions comute and fulfill conditions from 
[4, Definition 5.3]. 
 Considering the surjection from [5, Definition 2.12], namely  

:Ap ∗r (A) )0()0( G=Γ→ , )(:),( gragp =A , the set of composable elements 

will be ∗Γ ∗r (A) )}(),(/)),(,{( γγ Γ== sagpag A , the left action of Γ  on ∗r (A) 
will be ))(,(),( agag γαγγ ⋅=⋅ . But, from the considerations from the beginning 
of this proof,  gg γγ =⋅  (the multiplication from G), hence 

))(,())(,( agag γγ αγαγ =⋅ . Since )()(),( γΓ== sgragpA , γ  and g are 

composable in G , and since )(aγα  denotes an element from 

))(())(( grArA γγ ΓΓ = , the above definition makes sense.  

 Considering the surjection :Aσ ∗r (A) )0(G→ , )(:),( gsag =Aσ , 
∗r (A) G∗ /)),,{(( 21 gag= )}(),( 21 grag =Aσ , we define =⋅ 21 ),( gag  

=⋅= ),( 21 agg ),( 21 agg . Since )()(),( 211 grgsag ==Aσ and =∈ ))(( 21ggrAa  
))(( 1grA= , the definition makes sense. 

We show that these actions commute. That means: 
)),(()),(( 2121 gaggag ⋅⋅=⋅⋅ γγ , for every ))((,,, 121 grAaGgg ∈∈Γ∈γ , such 

that )()(),( 11 γΓ== sgragpA , )()(),( 211 grgsag ==Aσ  . 
We have .))(,()),(( 2121 gaggag ⋅=⋅⋅ γαγγ  Since == )())(,( 11 gsag γαγσ γA  
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)( 1gs= )( 2gr= , the elements ))(,( 1 ag γαγ  and 2g  are composable and 

21 ))(,( gag ⋅γαγ ))(,( 21 agg γαγ= . On the other hand, =⋅⋅ )),(( 21 gagγ  

),( 21 agg⋅= γ . Since )()()(),( 12121 γΓ=== sgrggraggpA , the elements γ  
and ),( 21 agg  are composable, and ))(,(),( 2121 aggagg γαγγ =⋅ . Hence the 
actions commute. Since these actions are given as multiplications of elements 
from topological groupoids and gα  is an isomorphism of C*-algebras, they are 
continuous. The similar arguments, adding that multiplication of elements from a 
C*-algebra is continuous, prove the first condition from [4, Definition 5.3]. 
 Now we prove the next conditions from [4, Definition 5.3]: 
- the equivariance of the bundle map t at the groupoid actions: 
 We have to show ),()),(( agtagt ⋅=⋅ γγ , for every Γ∈γ , ),()(, grsGg =∈ Γ γ  

))(( grAa∈  and 2121 ),()),(( gagtgagt ⋅=⋅ , for every ),()(,, 2121 grgsGgg =∈  

))(( 1grAa∈ . 

Indeed ),())(,()),(( agtggagtagt ⋅=⋅===⋅ γγγαγγ γ  and 

2121212121 ),(),()),(( gagtggggaggtgagt ⋅=⋅===⋅ . 
- the compatibility of the groupoid actions with the inner products of imprimitivity 
bimodule structure: 

)),();,((),();,( ))(())(( bgagbgag grAgrA γαγγ =⋅⋅ , for every ,, Gg ∈Γ∈γ  
)()( grs =γ , ))((, grAba ∈          (4); 

)),();,((),(;),( ))((11
1

))((2121
121 gsAggsA bgaggbggag −=⋅⋅ α , for every 

,, 21 Ggg ∈ ),()( 21 grgs =  ))((, 1grAba ∈          (5). 
Concerning the computations from (4) and (5), some remarks have to be made.  
Since ),( ag⋅γ ))(,( ag γαγ= , respectively ),( bg⋅γ ))(,( bg γαγ= , they are 

elements contained in the fibre )))((,()))((,( γγγγ rAggrAg = . But, since Γ∈γ , 
)()( γγ sr = . Moreover )()()( grsr == γγ , and we conclude that ))(,( ag γαγ  and 

))(,( bg γαγ  are in the fibre )))((,( grAgγ . It makes sense that the inner product 

),();,())(( bgaggrA ⋅⋅ γγ  is associated to fibre )))((,( grAgγ . On the right hand 

side of the equality (4), the inner product ),();,())(( bgaggrA  is in 

))(()(( γsAgrA = , and its image through γα  is contained in 
))(())(())(( grAsArA == γγ . 
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 In the right hand side of the equality (5), the inner product is an element of 
))(())(( 21 grAgsA = ( 1g  and 2g  are composable) and its image through 1

2

−
gα  

will be in ))(( 1gsA , similar to the inner product from left hand side. 
We have ==⋅⋅ ))(,(;))(,(),();,( ))(())(( bgagbgag grAgrA γγ αγαγγγ  

=∗)()( ba γγ αα )( ∗abγα ; 

)()),();,(( ))((
∗= abbgaggrA γγ αα , and it results (4). 

We have 
)(),(;),(),(;),( 1

))((2121))((2121
2111

babggagggbggag gggsAgsA
∗−==⋅⋅ α ; 

)()())(()),();,(( 111
))((11

1
21

1
1

1
21212

babababgag gggggggsAg
∗−∗∗−−− === −− ααααα  

and it results (5). 
 
- the compatibility of the groupoid actions with the actions of imprimitivity 
bimodule structure. 
We have to prove: )),,(()()),(( bgabga ⋅⋅=⋅⋅ γαγ γ for every Gg∈Γ∈ ,γ , 

))((,),()( grAbagrs ∈=γ         (6) 
and 

)),((),()(,,),()),(()),(( 12121
1

2121
2

grAagrgsGggbgaggbag g ∈=∈⋅⋅=⋅⋅ −α  

))(( 1gsAb∈          (7) 
Indeed, ));(,(),()),(( abgabgbga γαγγγ =⋅=⋅⋅  

))(,())()(,())(,()()),(()( abgbagbgabga γγγγγγ αγααγαγαγα ==⋅=⋅⋅  and it 
results (6). 
We have ));(,())(,()),((

11 212121 bagggbaggbag gg αα =⋅=⋅⋅  

==⋅=⋅⋅ −−− )))((,()(),()()),(( 1
21

1
21

1
21

22122
baggbaggbgag ggggg αααα  

))(,())(,())(,(
121

1
221

21)(21)(21 baggbaggbagg ggrgggg ααα === −  and it results 

(7). 
- the comutativity of the groupoid actions with the actions of imprimitivity 
bimodule structure 
We have to prove: 

;)),(()),(( bagbag ⋅⋅=⋅⋅ γγ for every AagrsGg ∈=∈Γ∈ ),()(,, γγ )),(( gr  
))(( gsAb∈           (8) 

)),(()),(( 2121 gbgagbga ⋅⋅=⋅⋅ , for every ),()(,, 2121 grgsGgg =∈  
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))((, 1grAba ∈         (9). 
Indeed 

===⋅=⋅⋅ )))(()(,())((,())(,()),(( bagbagbagbag ggg αααγααγαγγ γγγ  

))()(,( bag gγγ ααγ= ; 

))()(,())(,()),(( bagbagbag gγγγ ααγαγγ =⋅=⋅⋅  and it results (8). 

We have );,(),()),(( 212121 abgggabggbga =⋅=⋅⋅  
),(),()),(( 212121 abggbggagbga =⋅=⋅⋅  and it results (9). 

Since we have checked all conditions from [4, Definition 5.3], the groupoid 
dynamical systems ( A ),, αG  and ( A ),, ΓΓ α  are equivalent. 

 
 COROLLARY 3.1.2    Let ( A ),, αG  be a groupoid dynamical system 
and Γ  the stabilizers subgroupoid of G.   If the following conditions are satisfied: 

a) the stability groups vary continously; 
b) for every pair GGgg ×∈),( 21 such that )2(1

21 ),( Ggg ∈−  it follows 

that Γ∈−1
21gg ,  

then ,(GC∗ A )  şi ,(Γ∗C A )  are Morita equivalent. Moreover, if ,(Γ∗C A )  is a 

continous trace C*-algebra or type I C*-algebra, then ,(GC∗ A )  will also be a 
continous trace C*-algebra or type I C*-algebra, respectively. 
  
 Proof .  By Theorem 3.1.1 ( A ),, αG  and ( A ),, ΓΓ α  are equivalent 

dynamical systems, and by Renault’s Equivalence Theorem [4, Corrolary 5.4] 
,(GC∗ A )  şi ,(Γ∗C A )  are Morita equivalent. The posibility to transfer the 

properties of being continous trace C*-algebra or type I C*-algebra between 
,(Γ∗C A )  and ,(GC∗ A )  is given by [1, Proposition I.42] and [2, Theorem 2.15]. 

 
 PROPOSITION 3.1.3    Let ( A ),, αG  be a groupoid dynamical system 
such that G is a transitive groupoid. We consider }/{uG  the stability group of an 

element )0(Gu∈ and )(uA the C*-algebra from A with index )0(Gu∈ . If the 

group crossed product ))(},/{( uAuGC∗ obtained from the group dynamical 

system )}/{},/{),(( uGuGuA α  is a continous trace C*-algebra or type I C*-

algebra, then ,(GC∗ A )  will also be a continous trace C*-algebra or type I C*-
algebra, respectively. 
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 Proof   According to [5, Proposition 2.19], the condition of transitivity of 
groupoid G insures that for any unit )0(Gu∈ , G and }/{uG  are topologically 
equivalent. In the same manner as in Theorem 3.1.1, we can show that 

)}/{},/{),(( uGuGuA α  is equivalent to ( A ),, αG , and we have the posibility to 

transfer the properties of being continous trace C*-algebra or type I C*-algebra 
between ))(},/{( uAuGC∗  and  ,(GC∗ A ) . 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have studied the equivalence of certain groupoid 
dynamical systems. We have offered in Theorem 3.1.1 an equivalence of the 
groupoid dynamical systems (A ),, αG  and ( A ),, ΓΓ α where G is a topological, 

locally compact, second countable groupoid G with the Haar measures system 
)0(}{ Gu

u
∈λ , Γ  is the subgroupoid of stability groups, A is a bundle of separable 

C*-algebras indexed by )0(G , (: IsoG →α A ) is a continuous homomorphism and 

Γ
α  is the restriction of α  to Γ . In Corollary 3.1.2, using Renault’s Equivalence 

Theorem we have showed that ,(GC∗ A )  and ,(Γ∗C A )  are Morita equivalent 
and that we have the posibility to transfer the properties of being a continous trace 
C*-algebra or type I C*-algebra from ,(Γ∗C A )  to ,(GC∗ A ) . 
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